Phenology data (i.e., leaf coloring date) used in this study is from KMA and can be obtained by contacting the KMA officer or sending out an official letter. E-mail of KMA officer: <minmi88@korea.kr>; Online site: <http://web.kma.go.kr/eng/index.jsp>; Address: 61 16-GIL YEOUIDAEBANG-RO DONGJAK-GU SEOUL 07062, REPUBLIC OF KOREA. Climate model data are available as Supporting Information.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Changes in vegetation phenology in spring and autumn are noticeable dynamic responses of the ecosystem to climate change \[[@pone.0174390.ref001], [@pone.0174390.ref002], [@pone.0174390.ref003]\]. During the growing season, defined as the difference between the spring and autumn phenological events, vegetation regulates the exchange of carbon, water, and energy between the land and the atmosphere \[[@pone.0174390.ref004], [@pone.0174390.ref005], [@pone.0174390.ref006]\]. It is clear that changes in the growing season influence the functioning of ecosystem and biodiversity by modifying the distribution of vegetation populations and interspecies interactions \[[@pone.0174390.ref007], [@pone.0174390.ref008], [@pone.0174390.ref009]\]. Hence, understanding the changes in vegetation phenology is a critical step for diagnosing ecosystem changes related to climate changes.

The advancing trend of spring phenology (e.g., first flowering, budburst, and green leafing) in response to warming in winter and spring has been well documented from local to global scale \[[@pone.0174390.ref010], [@pone.0174390.ref011], [@pone.0174390.ref012], [@pone.0174390.ref013], [@pone.0174390.ref014]\]. In contrast, knowledge on the autumn phenology, such as leaf coloring, leaf senescence, and leaf fall, is limited due to the lack of past studies \[[@pone.0174390.ref015]\]. In particular, the phenological properties of leaf coloring process is hard to identify because of difficulties in observing such processes \[[@pone.0174390.ref016]\]. Nevertheless, some recent studies indicated that the autumn phenology plays a decisive role in the extension of the growing season in Northern hemispheric temperate forests \[[@pone.0174390.ref017], [@pone.0174390.ref018]\]. For carbon sequestration, the enhancement of vegetation respiration associated with autumn warming may reduce the net carbon fixation \[[@pone.0174390.ref019], [@pone.0174390.ref020]\], implying that the changes in autumn phenology can be more important in future climate conditions.

Although exact factors that control autumn phenology remain uncertain \[[@pone.0174390.ref021]\], it is known that some climate factors such as photoperiod and temperature, can affect the timing of autumn phenological events \[[@pone.0174390.ref016], [@pone.0174390.ref022], [@pone.0174390.ref023]\]. Several literatures pointed out that photoperiod provides the important role in determining the timing of leaf senescence and coloring, especially in the region experiencing severe winter \[[@pone.0174390.ref024], [@pone.0174390.ref025]\]. Temperature variations are closely correlated with the shifts in autumn phenology, both spatially and temporally; thus, have been receiving more attention than photoperiod. Observations in Europe and North America show that temperature increases in late summer and/or autumn affect the delaying trend of the autumn phenology \[[@pone.0174390.ref006], [@pone.0174390.ref015], [@pone.0174390.ref016], [@pone.0174390.ref026], [@pone.0174390.ref027]\]. Various kinds of process-based models have been employed for simulating leaf senescence and coloring for the mid-latitudes temperate tree species using temperature and photoperiod as main drivers, and suggested that such delaying trend in Europe and North America will continue in the future coincide with continued warming \[[@pone.0174390.ref028], [@pone.0174390.ref029], [@pone.0174390.ref030]\].

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) showed that East Asian countries have and will experience unfamiliar changes in the terrestrial systems due to substantial surface warming \[[@pone.0174390.ref031]\]. It is reported that the delaying trend of autumn phenology in East Asia, which is speculated to be occurred by autumn warming, could more dominantly regulate the growing season compared to Europe \[[@pone.0174390.ref032]\]. Also, it is noted that the temperature sensitivity of autumn phenology in East Asia varies according to environmental conditions of habitat and/or species-specific responsiveness. For example, *Melia azedarach* and *Ulmus pumila* in China showed no significant latitudinal patterns of temperature sensitivity \[[@pone.0174390.ref033]\], while *Acer palmatum* and *Ginkgo biloba* in Japan indicated apparent negative slope with latitude \[[@pone.0174390.ref034]\]. Thus, specific information on how autumn phenology responds to warming trends within the framework of each individual region and its native species is essential. However, knowledge on the autumn phenology in East Asia is limited due to a small number of existing studies compared to Europe and North America \[[@pone.0174390.ref035]\] because of scarce long-term phenological data and/or the lack of research interests \[[@pone.0174390.ref036]\].

To advance the understanding of autumn phenology in East Asia, this study aims to investigate and project the long-term changes in the leaf coloring dates (LCD) of two native deciduous tree species, *Acer palmatum* (*Acer*) and *Ginkgo biloba* (*Ginkgo*), in South Korea in association with the variations in surface air temperature (*Ts*). Variations of the changes in LCD following latitudes and elevations for the two tree species are analyzed with changing trend of *Ts*. We also apply a temperature-photoperiod model of Jeong and Medvigy \[[@pone.0174390.ref030]\] in conjunction with a regional climate model, to check the relationship between LCD and *Ts* and project those future changes. Although the location of South Korea is eastern edge of Asian continent, we expect that the results of this study will provide meaningful information on how the autumn phenology of Asian deciduous tree species responds to climate change.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Datasets and analysis methodology {#sec003}
---------------------------------

We used the LCD of the two tree species and the *Ts* dataset recorded at 54 weather stations in South Korea that have missing values of LCD for less than three years for the period 1989--2007 ([Table 1](#pone.0174390.t001){ref-type="table"}). The Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) planted *Acer palmatum* and *Ginkgo biloba* at individual weather station sites and designated them as the standard trees for observing autumn phenology. LCD is recorded when 20% of the leaves of the standard observation trees are colored red or yellow from green. *Ts* is measured using a thermometer positioned 1.5 m above the earth\'s surface.

10.1371/journal.pone.0174390.t001

###### Geographical information and the number of records of 54 weather stations.

![](pone.0174390.t001){#pone.0174390.t001g}

  Station   Latitude   Longitude   Elevation   Records   Records
  --------- ---------- ----------- ----------- --------- ---------
  095       38.15      127.30      154.81      17        17
  101       37.90      127.73      75.64       19        19
  105       37.75      128.88      26.00       19        19
  108       37.57      126.95      85.80       19        19
  112       37.48      126.62      68.20       19        19
  119       37.27      126.98      34.10       17        18
  127       36.97      127.95      116.3       19        19
  129       36.78      126.50      28.90       18        18
  130       36.98      129.42      50.00       19        19
  131       36.63      127.43      57.16       17        19
  133       36.37      127.37      68.90       19        19
  135       36.22      127.98      243.7       18        18
  136       36.57      128.70      140.1       19        19
  138       36.03      129.38      2.30        19        19
  140       36.00      126.75      23.20       18        19
  143       35.88      128.62      53.40       19        19
  146       35.82      127.15      61.40       19        19
  152       35.55      129.32      83.20       18        18
  155       35.17      128.57      37.60       19        19
  156       35.17      126.88      72.40       19        19
  159       35.1       129.03      69.60       18        18
  162       34.85      128.43      32.30       18        18
  165       34.82      126.38      38.00       19        19
  168       34.73      127.73      64.60       18        19
  192       35.15      128.03      30.20       18        18
  201       37.70      126.45      47.00       18        18
  202       37.48      127.50      47.90       18        19
  211       38.07      128.17      200.20      19        19
  212       37.68      127.88      140.91      18        18
  221       37.15      128.18      259.80      18        19
  226       36.48      127.73      175.00      19        19
  232       36.77      127.12      81.50       19        19
  235       36.33      126.55      15.50       19        19
  236       36.27      126.92      11.30       19        19
  238       36.10      127.48      170.40      19        19
  243       35.72      126.70      12.00       19        19
  244       35.60      127.28      247.90      18        18
  245       35.55      126.87      44.60       19        18
  247       35.40      127.33      90.30       19        19
  248       35.65      127.52      406.5       19        19
  256       35.07      127.23      48.80       19        19
  260       34.68      126.92      45.00       17        17
  261       34.55      126.57      13.00       19        19
  262       34.62      127.28      53.10       19        19
  271       36.93      128.92      324.30      17        18
  272       36.87      128.52      210.80      19        19
  273       36.62      128.15      170.60      18        17
  278       36.35      128.68      81.80       19        19
  279       36.12      128.32      48.80       19        19
  281       35.97      128.95      93.80       18        18
  285       35.55      128.17      32.00       19        19
  288       35.48      128.75      11.20       19        19
  289       35.40      127.87      138.10      19        19
  294       34.88      128.60      45.40       17        17
                                   Total       999       1005

The future *Ts* in South Korea was generated by dynamical downscaling of the global climate projection data from the Community Earth System Model (CESM) of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) on the basis of the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP; \[[@pone.0174390.ref037]\]) 8.5 scenario for the period 2006--2100. Within an East Asian domain (104°E--144°E, 20°N--50°N), to gain the fine resolution grid dataset, boundary data from the RCP simulations were used to drive a regional climate model, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) v3.5, which covers the domain with a 12.5 km×12.5 km resolution grid mesh. We performed the dynamical downscaling for two 20-year time slices, 2016--2035 and 2046--2065, in daily time-scale. In addition, the *Ts* data in a historical WRF run for the period 1979--2005 driven by the CESM simulation with historical greenhouse gas concentrations was used as the reference to project future changes in *Ts* compared to the present-day values ([S1 Fig](#pone.0174390.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To identify the temporal and spatial varying trends in the LCD and *Ts* for 1989--2007, we calculated linear regression slopes of these two variables at each station and their distribution slope along latitude and elevation. Also, we calculated the correlation coefficient between the interannual variabilities of the mean LCD of the two tree species and the mean *Ts* averaged for a period from the mean LCD to some daily forward time step over the 54 stations to find the critical period when the variations of LCD and *Ts* are highly correlated. Dai et al. \[[@pone.0174390.ref033]\] suggested that the regression slopes between variations of autumn phenology and temperatures can be regarded as temperature sensitivity (days °C^-1^) for phenological events of tree species. We followed Dai et al. \[[@pone.0174390.ref033]\] to calculate the temperature sensitivities of the two tree species for each station. Finally, based on the observed relationship between the LCD and the *Ts*, we used future *Ts* dataset from a dynamic climate model, to predict future changes in LCD in response to *Ts* increases.

Process-based model {#sec004}
-------------------

Future changes in LCD in South Korea were projected using a process-based model, temperature-photoperiod model suggested by Jeong and Medvigy \[[@pone.0174390.ref030]\]. The temperature-photoperiod model partially reflects some physiological mechanism of leaf coloring; the initiation of leaf coloring may be affected by the accumulation of low temperature exposure and photoperiod triggering \[[@pone.0174390.ref028], [@pone.0174390.ref029]\]. Since the temperature-photoperiod model uses regional temperatures and photoperiods as inputs, it can be easily applied to various regions. The calculation procedure of the model is as follow: $${{CDD}(t) = {\sum\limits_{{photoperiod} < P_{s}}^{t}{\min(T_{i}\text{-}T_{b},0)}}},$$ $$t = \text{leaf\ coloring\ date},\ \text{if\ CDD}(t) > \text{CDD}_{\text{threshold}}$$ where *P*~*s*~ and *T*~*b*~ refer to the standard photoperiod, the reference time point for accumulation and the base temperature of tree species related to the initiation of leaf coloring over the 54 weather stations, respectively, and *T*~*i*~ is the daily mean temperature. Cooling degree day, CDD(t), indicates the cooling degree accumulated from the time point when the photoperiod is below *P*~*s*~ to the time point of t. The time point when CDD(t) exceeds a certain threshold CDD~threshold~ is defined as the date of initiation of leaf coloring.

Model fitting and validation for the two tree species {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------------------

To fit the temperature-photoperiod model to the environmental conditions in South Korea, the data at the 54 stations are temporally divided into two groups. The data in the odd and even years are separately grouped for fitting and validation sets, respectively. The method using all station\'s dataset can be offset the site-specific biases such as the soil- and nutrient conditions \[[@pone.0174390.ref038]\]. Using the *Ts* and LCD data from the fitting set, we obtained 18361 parameter sets of the standard photoperiod (*P*~*s*~) and the base temperature (*T*~*b*~) by decreasing the standard photoperiod from 16 h to 10 h at 0.1 h intervals and increasing the base temperature from 5°C to 35°C at 0.1°C intervals. Corresponding threshold values (CDD~threshold~) were calculated for each standard photoperiod, base temperature, and the mean value of the LCD for 1989--2007 over the 54 stations. Finally, the parameter set yielding the smallest root mean square error (RMSE) with respect to the observed LCDs was selected as the best parameter set ([Table 2](#pone.0174390.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0174390.t002

###### Best parameters of the temperature-photoperiod model for the two tree species in South Korea.

![](pone.0174390.t002){#pone.0174390.t002g}

  Standard photoperiod   Corresponding date   Base temperature   Threshold
  ---------------------- -------------------- ------------------ -----------
  12.2                   256                  27.5               -446.4

To assess the model performance, we tested the results of each procedure through the general statistical method, modelling efficiency (ME). $${\text{ME} = 1\text{-}\frac{\sum\limits_{\text{i} = 1}^{\text{n}}\left( O_{i}\,\text{-}\, P_{i} \right)^{2}}{\sum\limits_{\text{i} = 1}^{\text{n}}\left( O_{i}\,\text{-}\,{\overline{O}}_{i} \right)^{2}}},$$ where *O*~*i*~ and *P*~*i*~ represent observations and model predictions, respectively, and n is the number of component.

Results {#sec006}
=======

Spatial-temporal characteristics of leaf coloring date and temperature {#sec007}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig 1](#pone.0174390.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the latitude and elevation distributions of the mean LCD for the 54 stations. The mean LCD shows significantly negative correlations with both latitudes and elevations. Correlation coefficients (*R*) of -0.68 (-0.56) and -0.64 (-0.59) between LCD and latitude (elevation) are obtained at the 99% confidence level for *Acer* and *Ginkgo*, respectively. These latitudinal/elevational variations in LCD in South Korea are similar to those found in Japan \[[@pone.0174390.ref034]\]. Several outliers, which are the mean LCD exceeding 300 day of year (DOY) between 37.5°N and 38°N, were recorded at weather stations located in megacity, Seoul and Incheon, may suggest urbanization effects on LCD ([Fig 1](#pone.0174390.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Noodén and Schneider \[[@pone.0174390.ref039]\] suggested that streetlight of urban area can delay leaf coloring.

![(a) Latitude and (b) elevation distributions of the mean leaf coloring date of the two tree species over the 54 stations. Red and blue solid lines depict the linear regression line of Acer and Ginkgo. R and \*\* symbol represent correlation coefficient and P \< 0.01, respectively.](pone.0174390.g001){#pone.0174390.g001}

[Fig 2](#pone.0174390.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the interannual variations in the mean LCD and ±1 standard deviation over the 54 stations. It is noteworthy that the mean variations for the two tree species are very close (*R =* 0.91, *P* \< 0.01) and have the same mean value of 295 DOY. This implies the presence of dominant common factors such as temperature, soil moisture, or precipitation, that affect the timing of LCD regardless of the connatural characteristics of each tree species. Among those, previous studies found that temperature is the major factor \[[@pone.0174390.ref012], [@pone.0174390.ref040]\]. The linear regression slope of the mean LCD for *Acer* and *Ginkgo* is also similar at 0.44 and 0.46 (i.e., about 0.45) days year^-1^, respectively, i.e., the dates have been delayed by about 8.4 and 8.7 days during the 19-year observation period. The similarity between these two tree species yields the same best parameter set in fitting the temperature-photoperiod model ([Table 2](#pone.0174390.t002){ref-type="table"}). The significant shift point was detected between 1997 and 1998. The seasonal temperature was significantly higher in 1998 than in preceding years across East Asia \[[@pone.0174390.ref041]\]. Phenological events in other regions of East Asia are also affected by warm temperatures during this period. For example, an abrupt advancement of spring phenological events occurred in China between 1997 and 1998 \[[@pone.0174390.ref042]\].

![Interannual variations of the mean leaf coloring date of the two tree species at the 54 stations.\
Error bars indicate ±1 standard deviation. Dash line depict linear regression line of the mean leaf coloring date of the two tree species.](pone.0174390.g002){#pone.0174390.g002}

South Korea has been experiencing dramatic climate changes especially in temperatures \[[@pone.0174390.ref043]\]. Before analyzing the relationship between LCD and *Ts*, we examined the changing trend of the mean *Ts* averaged over September 1st to the mean LCD in South Korea (295 DOY) at the 54 stations ([Fig 3](#pone.0174390.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The results show that the positive *Ts* trends exist at most stations, and that there is a significant positive correlation between the changing trend of *Ts* and latitudes; however, its relationship with elevation is insignificant. Namely, the increase of *Ts* at colder stations are faster than those at warmer stations.

![Latitude and elevation distributions for the mean (a) (c) and regression slope (b) (d) (°C per year) of the surface air temperature averaged from September 1st to the mean leaf coloring date in South Korea (295 DOY) during 1989 to 2007 in each stations. Black and grey color indicate significant and insignificant results at the 95% confidence level, respectively. *R* and \*\* symbol represent correlation coefficient and *P* \< 0.01, respectively.](pone.0174390.g003){#pone.0174390.g003}

The positive regression slopes of *Ts* for latitude and elevation is seemed to be correlated with the changing trend and spatial patterns of the LCD. Linear regression slopes of the LCD (days per year) are positive for most of these stations ([Fig 4](#pone.0174390.g004){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the LCD in South Korea had been delayed during the period 1989--2007 at most stations. Although there is significant latitudinal pattern of the changing *Ts* trend at the 54 weather stations ([Fig 3](#pone.0174390.g003){ref-type="fig"}), no statistically significant latitudinal and elevational dependencies are found in the case of LCD, especially for elevations ([Fig 4](#pone.0174390.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Small positive *R* larger than 0.1 is the only indication that uncertain latitudinal variations in the LCD delaying at cold stations may be faster than those at warm stations ([Fig 4](#pone.0174390.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![(a) (b) Latitude and (c) (d) elevation patterns of regression slope (days per year) of the LCD for two tree species during 1989--2007 in each stations. Black and grey color indicate significant and insignificant results at the 95% confidence level, respectively. Solid line depict the linear regression line using total 54 station\'s data. *R* represents correlation coefficient.](pone.0174390.g004){#pone.0174390.g004}

Relationship between leaf coloring dates and temperatures {#sec008}
---------------------------------------------------------

The temperature variation averaged from the starting date of autumn phenological events to some prior date is closely correlated with the changes in those events \[[@pone.0174390.ref015], [@pone.0174390.ref016], [@pone.0174390.ref044]\]. [Fig 5](#pone.0174390.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the temperature-phenology relationship. Because the two tree species show very similar variability ([Fig 2](#pone.0174390.g002){ref-type="fig"}), their relationship with *Ts* is also similar. It shows close relationship with the variations of *Ts* in autumn and late summer (*R* \> 0.7, *P* \< 0.01). Extracting the point of the highest correlation, we found that the changes in the LCD of the two tree species in South Korea are closely correlated with the variation in *Ts* during 260--295 DOY (*R* = 0.82 in *Acer* and *R* = 0.77 in *Ginkgo*, *P* \< 0.01). This period is also relatively well correlated with the LCD at individual stations ([S2 Fig](#pone.0174390.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It was suggested that the start of leaf coloring of *Acer* and *Ginkgo* in Japan is highly correlated with the change in the temperature averaged over the months of phenology to the preceding two months \[[@pone.0174390.ref034], [@pone.0174390.ref040]\]. We speculate that the difference between South Korea and Japan may be due to different local environmental conditions.

![Correlations between interannual variations of the mean leaf coloring date of the two tree species and the mean surface air temperature averaged from 295 DOY to some forward lagged period.](pone.0174390.g005){#pone.0174390.g005}

The scatter plots of LCD and the mean *Ts* averaged over 260--295 DOY at individual stations and years ([Fig 6](#pone.0174390.g006){ref-type="fig"}) clearly indicate that the delaying of the LCD is related with *Ts* increases in mid-autumn (260--295 DOY). The linear regression slopes between LCD and the mean *Ts* for during 260--295 DOY (i.e., temperature sensitivity, days °C^-1^ \[[@pone.0174390.ref033]\]) are the same at about 2.8 days °C^-1^ at the 99% confidence level. Thus, the *Ts* variation for 260--295 DOY can play a decisive role in determining the LCD of the two tree species.

![The scatter plot between the leaf coloring date of the two tree species and the mean surface air temperature averaged during 260--295 DOY for the total dataset.\
Red solid line depicts linear regression line.](pone.0174390.g006){#pone.0174390.g006}

To examine the effect of *Ts* on the latitude and elevation patterns of the LCD delaying, the temperature sensitivities at each stations are shown in [Fig 7](#pone.0174390.g007){ref-type="fig"}. The general latitude and elevation patterns of the temperature sensitivity are unclear; however, some negative patterns may exist. We suspect that it may slightly offset strong positive latitudinal patterns of *Ts* ([Fig 3](#pone.0174390.g003){ref-type="fig"}) to latitudinal patterns of the LCD delaying as seen in [Fig 4](#pone.0174390.g004){ref-type="fig"}. However, because analyzed latitudinal patterns of the temperature sensitivity and the LCD delaying are below the statistical significant level of 90%, it may come from some random effects caused by manually observed dataset. The effects of other factors at individual stations may need to be considered in determining the LCD.

![Same as [Fig 4](#pone.0174390.g004){ref-type="fig"}, but for regression slope (days per °C) between leaf coloring date of the two tree species and the mean surface air temperature averaged during 260--295 DOY in each stations.\
Black and grey color indicate significant and insignificant results at the 90% confidence level, respectively. *R* represents correlation coefficient.](pone.0174390.g007){#pone.0174390.g007}

Assessment of simulating performances of the temperature-photoperiod model {#sec009}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The performance of the temperature-photoperiod model must be evaluated before future projections for reliable projections. We simulated the LCD from 1989 to 2007 using the temperature-photoperiod model with the best parameter set obtained from the fitting procedure using the *Ts* and photoperiod datasets at the 54 stations. We assessed the performance of the model for each procedure by comparing model results against the observed LCD ([Table 3](#pone.0174390.t003){ref-type="table"}). Relatively small RMSE and biases in conjunction with high ME compared to observations imply that the temperature-photoperiod model, in conjunction with the best parameter set, performs well in simulating the LCD of *Acer* and *Ginkgo* in South Korea. Comparison of the simulated and observed LCD at the 54 stations ([Fig 8](#pone.0174390.g008){ref-type="fig"}) shows that the majority of data points are concentrated along a diagonal line, indicating close agreements between the modelled and observed values. This evaluation supports the capability of the temperature-photoperiod model, which can well simulate the climatology of the leaf coloring date close to observations even if its performance of intra-decadal simulation is relatively low. In addition, the simulated mean LCD over the 54 stations agrees well with observations (*R* \> 0.75; *P* \< 0.01) and the differences between the simulated and observed dates are less than 5 days ([S3 Fig](#pone.0174390.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In particular, the large fluctuations of the mean LCD for the two years, 1997 and 1998, are well replicated in the simulation. Consequently, we expect that the LCD predictions from the temperature-photoperiod model can provide useful insights into future changes. In addition, the close relationship between the variations of LCD and *Ts* is confirmed using the temperature-photoperiod model which assumes that the process of photoperiod and temperature accumulation triggers leaf coloring.

![The scatter plot for leaf coloring date of the two tree species between observations and model simulations for the calibration set (red triangle) and validation set (blue circle).](pone.0174390.g008){#pone.0174390.g008}

10.1371/journal.pone.0174390.t003

###### The results of the temperature-photoperiod model assessment.

n is the number of dataset.

![](pone.0174390.t003){#pone.0174390.t003g}

  Acer         Ginkgo                                                 
  ------------ ------------ ------ ------- ------------ ------ ------ -------
  Fitting      0.36         6.56   -1.01   Fitting      0.37   6.41   -1.05
  (n = 521)    (n = 525)                                              
  Validation   0.32         7.09   -0.96   Validation   0.34   6.73   -0.77
  (n = 478)    (n = 480)                                              
  Total        0.34         6.82   -0.99   Total        0.36   6.57   -0.92
  (n = 999)    (n = 1005)                                             

To further investigate the model performance and its relationship with the effects of photoperiod and *Ts*, we applied the process-based model of Delpierre et al. \[[@pone.0174390.ref028]\], which can be able to disentangle the relative effects of the *Ts* and photoperiod on process of leaf coloring separately. The results showed that the effects of *Ts* and photoperiod are represented in the same way both in the temperature-photoperiod model and the model of Delpierre et al. \[[@pone.0174390.ref028]\]. We also tested the temperature-photoperiod model by considering a fixed starting date for the initiation of the temperature accumulation, which has no influence of the photoperiod. The results indicated that using both factors are better than using only temperatures; biases and RMSE are higher and ME is lower at considering the temperature only. These imply that the effects of photoperiod may be deeply involved in the process of leaf coloring in South Korea as much as the *Ts* and temperature-photoperiod model can replicate and simulate their close relations.

Projection of future changes in leaf coloring date {#sec010}
--------------------------------------------------

Future LCDs were projected for the RCP 8.5 WRF *Ts* data for 2016--2035 and 2046--2065 using the temperature-photoperiod model in conjunction with the best parameter set. We also simulated past LCDs using historical WRF *Ts* data for 1979--2005 as the reference for the projection. These calculations were performed at the 54 points nearest to each weather stations using the forcing values averaged over the nearest nine grids points. Resulting interannual variations in the mean LCD and the mean *Ts* averaged over the period from the photoperiod is less than 12.2 h to the day the accumulated temperature exceeds the threshold value (i.e., simulated LCD) as indicated in the best parameter set ([Table 2](#pone.0174390.t002){ref-type="table"}) are shown in [Fig 9](#pone.0174390.g009){ref-type="fig"}. For the past period from 1979 to 2005, although the intra-decadal LCD variability is somewhat different from the observations as seen in [Fig 2](#pone.0174390.g002){ref-type="fig"}, the mean value is almost the same as for 296.5 DOY. Considering it is impossible to perfectly replicate the real environment in climate models, researchers commonly focused on climatological agreement between observations and model simulations to ensure the reliability of future predictions \[[@pone.0174390.ref045], [@pone.0174390.ref046], [@pone.0174390.ref047]\]. In this respect, the about one-day difference in the LCD between observations and model predictions suggest that the projections for future LCD are reliable.

![Interannual variations of the mean leaf coloring date (symbols with solid line) and the mean surface air temperature (gray bar) averaged from the date at photoperiod less than best parameter (i.e., 12.2 h) to leaf coloring date predicted by a temperature-photoperiod model with WRF dataset.\
Horizontal solid and dashed lines represent the mean value of the leaf coloring date and surface air temperature for each periods, respectively. Error bars indicate confidence interval at the 95% confidence level.](pone.0174390.g009){#pone.0174390.g009}

As *Ts* gradually increases, future LCDs are delayed. It is noteworthy that although their intra-decadal variability is large, the mean LCD in each future period show intensification of differences between periods; from 1979--2005 (2016--2035) to 2016--2035 (2046--2065) the mean LCD would be delayed for 3.2 (3.7) days. However, because the projections in this study are only based on the temperature-photoperiod model and the *Ts* predictions was simulated by an one climate model, it should be considered as a possibility of future changes in LCD in response to *Ts* changes.

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

Using long-term observations over a large area in South Korea, this study has found that the LCD of *Acer palmatum* and *Ginkgo biloba* in South Korea has been delayed by increases in *Ts* in mid-autumn similarly as other deciduous tree species in Europe and North America, for example, *Acer rubrum* and *Quercus velutina* in North America \[[@pone.0174390.ref015], [@pone.0174390.ref030]\], and *Fagus sylvatica* and *Quercus rubra* in France and Germany \[[@pone.0174390.ref016], [@pone.0174390.ref028], [@pone.0174390.ref029]\]. These close relationships between temperatures and leaf coloring in South Korea suggest that the effect of the changes in temperature is the primary factor to the recent autumn phenological changes in East Asia. Of course, effects of other factors also should be considered \[[@pone.0174390.ref048]\].

Although the effects of photoperiod to autumn phenology was importantly dealt with in previous literatures, a recent study suggested that its role in the determining the timing of autumn phenology and in the phenological model seems to be not decisive \[[@pone.0174390.ref049]\]. However, we found that photoperiod is involved the leaf coloring process of tree species in South Korea, and we can disentangle its effect from the effect of temperature through using process-based model. This may be because the photoperiod is powerful regulator to autumn phenology in the region with severe winter or high latitude \[[@pone.0174390.ref024]\]. South Korea has relatively severe winter compared to other regions in similar latitudes due to generally affected by northern cold air from Siberia in winter season \[[@pone.0174390.ref050]\].

In addition to temperatures and photoperiods, precipitation also plays a critical role in shifting vegetation phenology in dry regions where vegetation growth is limited by water availability \[[@pone.0174390.ref051], [@pone.0174390.ref052], [@pone.0174390.ref053]\]. South Korea generally experiences wet conditions lasting for over four months from the first and second rainy season before leaf coloring starts \[[@pone.0174390.ref054], [@pone.0174390.ref055]\]. It is possible that droughts will occur, hence, future studies are needed to examine the effect of precipitation (and soil moisture) using accurate drought assessment tools or methods. In addition, recent studies suggested that the spring phenology may affect the timing of autumn phenological events \[[@pone.0174390.ref056], [@pone.0174390.ref057]\]. Since KMA does not observe the spring phenological events of *Acer* and *Ginkgo*, the relationship between the spring and autumn phenological events is not explored in this study.

Spatial variations in the mean LCD for *Acer* and *Ginkgo* in South Korea for the period 1989--2007 show significantly negative correlations with latitudes and elevations like in Japan \[[@pone.0174390.ref034]\]. However, resulting temperature sensitivity is somewhat ambiguous compared to the study of Doi and Takahashi \[[@pone.0174390.ref034]\]. These two tree species in Japan show significant negative relationships between the temperature sensitivity and latitudes, while those in South Korea show a weak negative, but insignificant, relationship. These suggest that tree species may respond differently to temperatures according to the environmental conditions of their habitat due to local adaptation. Thus, different responses can be detected for the same species living in different regions. This presents the importance of analyzing species-specific phenological responses within the framework of local conditions such as climate and soil characteristics. Further, it implies that the parameterized autumn phenology in general circulation models must consider local phenological responses to each environmental factor even though they deal with the same species. In this respect, this study will contribute to enhancement of modelling skill to predict autumn phenology in East Asia.

To predict future changes in LCD in response to *Ts* increases, we used a temperature-photoperiod model, a process-based model which embodies the effect of temperature and photoperiod to leaf development processes. Although the process-based model can simulate the observed LCD variations reasonably, obvious limitations must be discussed as well. Except the effects of photoperiod and temperature, other environmental factors may need to be included in simulating process of model. For example, the large vapor pressure deficit during a growing season can slowdown photosynthetic activities that, in turn, can affect the timing of phenological events in the following autumn \[[@pone.0174390.ref058]\]. Also, the potential effects of high temperatures exceeding 35°C may damage the photosynthetic apparatus \[[@pone.0174390.ref059]\]. Fundamentally, in the some observations, the rate of the change in phenological events is getting slower, perhaps because it has reached certain phenological threshold \[[@pone.0174390.ref060]\]. However, present process-based models cannot include such recent changing trends. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the process-based model driven by only photoperiod and temperature has performed well in simulating autumn phenology with small uncertainties in key aspects such as the differences in the inherited traits between species, inhomogeneous local environmental conditions, and genetic acclimation \[[@pone.0174390.ref028], [@pone.0174390.ref029], [@pone.0174390.ref030]\]. Thus, we expect that the LCD predictions for South Korea from the temperature-photoperiod model can reliably project future phenology.

A hybrid approach in which a temperature-photoperiod model is used in conjunction with a regional climate model, shows that continued delaying of LCD is expected in the future in response to gradual *Ts* increases. We expect that the delaying will proceed together with increases in temperature sensitivities of LCD in the future period. In a warmer climate, the cold-degree requirement for initiating leaf coloring would need longer duration of heat exposure than in colder climate. This in turn implies that tree species in future periods will be exposed to relatively warm temperatures for longer periods than in the present climate \[[@pone.0174390.ref033]\]. Accordingly, the temperature sensitivity may increase in warmer conditions.

Results presented herein are noteworthy, as they represent the first attempt to investigate both past and future changes in leaf coloring in South Korea using long-term observations covering a wide area and fine-resolution climate model data. Although there are limitations in future projections, perhaps due to the uncertainties of using single regional climate model, climate change scenario and process-based model, their reliability can be supported by the general agreement with previous studies for other regions. In conclusion, the quantitative projections presented in this study show the approaching changes in leaf coloring that cannot be neglected, which may put pressure on forestry policy makers to prepare for climate changes in South Korea.
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###### Scatter plot of the daily temperature of the 54 station values versus WRF grid values which are closest to the 54 stations for 1989--2005.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

The highest correlation period for the leaf coloring date of (a) Acer and (b) Ginkgo to the surface air temperature in each stations. Red, gray, and blue indicate correlation coefficient greater than 0.5, between 0.5 and 0.0, and lower than 0.0, respectively. Dashed lines represent the period from 260 to 295 DOY.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Interannual variations of observed (black) and model simulated (red) mean leaf coloring date of the two tree species.

Gray shaded area and error bars indicate ±1 standard deviation of observations and model simulations, respectively. *R* and \*\* symbol represent correlation coefficient and *P* \< 0.01, respectively.

(TIF)
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###### The raw phenology dataset recorded by KMA (in Korean).
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Click here for additional data file.

###### The WRF surface air temperature dataset made by Climate Physics Laboratory in Seoul National University.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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